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1. Preface 

A couple of years ago, I wondered why mostly English songs are being played on our national 

radio and why there are so many more famous American singers than Swiss singers. It was a 

big mystery for me because we are a country where no English is spoken and we should 

obviously prefer our national singers, who sing in our mother tongue. I’ve often been satisfied 

with simple answers from my parents, but they did not get to the point. So that is the question 

that made me want to know more about what the music industry is and how it varies from 

country to country. I was fascinated by the American music labels, which were able to bring 

their singers to worldwide success and on the other hand I did not understand why 

Switzerland was unable to do so.  

Somehow I never found a concrete answer and that is why I am very happy that this 

matriculation project has given me the great opportunity to finally answer this question. Since 

I am a musician myself and would like to enter the music business after graduating, this topic 

was all the more dear to my heart. I found it very fascinating to see my passion from a 

completely different perspective. I also think it is very important for musicians to understand 

the music business and not just have a clue about writing songs or different chord 

progressions. Lastly, I would like to thank Phil Indlekofer, who is a music business manager, 

for supporting me during my matriculation project and providing me with some of his 

graphics.  
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2. Introduction 

For a considerable length of time, the American music industry has been more successful than 

the Swiss one. American singers were mostly internationally successful, whereas Swiss 

singers were nationally successful. In order to find out why this is the case, a comparison of 

the Swiss and American music industry will be made. To narrow down the topic of my 

matriculation project, I have to limit my discussion concerning the effect of the population 

size on the Swiss and American music industry. This factor seemed plausible to me, since 

Switzerland, with its low population size, has a small music industry and America, with its 

large population size, has a big music industry. This would also mean that the success of a 

singer depends on the population size of their country. Based on this knowledge, the 

internationally successful American singer Lady Gaga will be compared with the nationally 

successful Swiss singer Bligg as well as their record labels. Though, first of all the term 

„music industry“ will be explained and later on the general influence of a population size on a 

music industry will be analysed. By general influence it is meant not specifically about a 

singer, but on the Swiss and American music industry as a whole.  

All in all, this matriculation project will clarify where the population size has its influences 

and what other factors matter in order to point out the difference between the vast American 

music industry and the insignificant Swiss music industry.   
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3. Music industry 

The music industry includes outlining the financial business, describing the roles of the 

industry professionals, what they work as and when it’s necessary to consolidate them.   1

Because the term “Music industry“ plays a central role in my matriculation project, it has to 

be defined before I explain further. 

In other words, the music industry is a general term for the innumerable professions which are 

included in this industry. These professions work either for the creation, performance, 

recording, promotion, distribution or financial sector. For example singers, managers, 

producers and publishers, which I’m going to give a more detailed explanation about in the 

chapter “Record labels“. 

These different jobs and the resulting economic activities through selling music have given 

rise to a term in the music industry when talking about the economy of this industry. It is the 

music market. This term is used in the graphic below, which shows different countries and the 

percentages of their sales volume in the global recorded music market in 2017. What is 

striking is that one country, namely the USA has an enormous share of the global recorded 

music market. It is this country that takes the leading position with 34.3% and right behind, 

Japan with 15.8%. Then comes Germany with 7.7%, the United Kingdom with 7.6%, France 

with 5.4% and Switzerland with 0.8%. As can be seen, our country is by far the weakest of 

them all. The enormous difference between 

America’s 34.3% and Switzerland’s 0.8% is due to 

their population size. Before analysis, the recorded 

music revenue of the Swiss and American music 

market in 2017 has to be looked at.  

1. Graphic: Global Recorded Music Market 2017 by Phil Indlekofer 

 Seliger, Berthold: Das Geschäft mit der Musik. Berlin 2014, p. 1191
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3.1.   Swiss music market 

2. Graphic: IFPI. https://www.ifpi.ch , accessed 

22 Dec. 2018 

In 2017, the Swiss music market achieved a total sales volume of 88.1 million Swiss francs, 

which is represented by the red curve and shown at its end. “The International Federation of 

the Phonographic Industry Switzerland“, which is an industry association of music labels in 

Switzerland, published these figures. They are based on their members, which consist of 

approximately 35 national record labels and the Swiss representatives of the three major 

labels  Universal Music Group, Sony Music and Warner Music Group. Together, they 2

represent over 90% of the Swiss music market and are therefore very reliable when making 

statements about this market.  The red curve in the statistics above shows the development of 3

the total sales volume from 2006 to 2017. It can be seen that the total sales volume decreased 

from 2006 to 2015 and started increasing slightly in 2015. From 2016 to 2017 the increase 

had a percentage of four, which enlarged the Swiss music market.  4

This is due to the increased income from the digital music, for example via iTunes, which 

amounted to 52.5 million Swiss francs of the total income. On the other hand, the income 

from physical music, for example CDs or records, decreased from year to year to 35.6 million 

 Definition: The Association of Independent Music (AIM) defines a ‚major‘ as a multinational com2 -
pany which (together with the companies in its group) has more than 5% of the world market(s) for the 
sale of records or music videos. 
Record label. Major versus independent record labels. Wikipedia. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Re-
cord_label (Accessed 23 Dec. 2018)

 IFPI Schweiz. https://www.ifpi.ch/ifpi-schweiz/  (Accessed 22 Dec. 2018)3

 Jahreszahlen 2017: Schweizer Musikmarkt dreht klar ins Plus. 4

  https://www.ifpi.ch  (Accessed 22 Dec. 2018)
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francs of the total income in 2017. Having taken these two factors into account, the total sales 

volume of 88.1 million Swiss francs, which is $88.58 million, represents 0.8% of the global 

music market in 2017. This low share of the global recorded music market will be explained 

by using the population size of Switzerland.   

3.1.1.   The impact of Switzerland’s population size on its national music 

market 

Marc Verboord and Amanda Brandellero said in their article: The larger the population, the 

less accessible the chart  is to foreign artists.  The generic term artist stands for a person who 5 6

has a career as singer or musician and thus works in the music industry. The mentioned 

statement of Marc Verboord and Amanda Brandellero explains among others why Switzerland 

has a low share of the global recorded music market compared to America.  

Switzerland’s population size in July 2018 was estimated at 8´292´809 and that is the 

maximum amount of people who can be reached when promoting a song in Switzerland.  7

These 8´292´809 people represent the Swiss home country music market, which can be called 

domestic market as well. So in the case of Switzerland, there is no significant home country 

music market present because of the small population size. This is a clear disadvantage, 

because this leads to having more foreign singers in the Swiss charts. 

A further consequence is that other countries’ record labels profit from the financial revenue 

of the Swiss charts and therefore less money goes to Swiss record labels, which leads to 

inadequate financial resources. Consequently, less money can be invested in promoting a 

singer’s career. Now to get back to Marc Verboord and Amanda Brandellero’s statement, it 

means that Swiss music charts are easily accessible to foreign artists, which leads to having a 

lot of English songs on Swiss radio. This explains why a lot of English songs are being played 

on Swiss radio stations and thus illustrates what I set out to explain in the preface. In order to 

 Definition: A national music chart is a ranking, which shows the most heard songs of a country.  5

Besides that, these listed songs can be from any country. 

 Verboord, Marc & Brandellero, Amanda: The Globalization of Popular Music, p. 19/20 6

 CIA. https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/sz.html (Accessed 23 Dec. 7

2018)
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show the lack of demand of album purchases, airplay SRG , airplay private , streaming and 8 9

downloads among the Swiss, the following graphic is shown. 

 

3. Graphic: Recorded Music, Market Share Swiss Artists by Phil Indlekofer 

The biggest share of Swiss music is in the album sales with 22%. This means that the Swiss 

population buys 78% of other countries’ albums. This is also the case with streaming, 

downloads and both radio station types. To conclude, Switzerland is weakly represented in all 

areas and chiefly replaced by foreign artists. 

 Explanation: The Swiss radio stations, which are controlled by the state. They are required to play a 8

certain amount of Swiss songs to promote the Swiss music culture. Phil Indlekofer

 Explanation: The Swiss radio stations, which are independent from the state and therefore can decide 9

which songs they play. Phil indlekofer
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3.2.   American music market 

 

4. Graphic: http://www.riaa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/RIAA-Year-End-2017-News-and-

Notes.pdf , accessed 23.12.2018 

To compare Swiss with American sales volume, the wholesale sector needs to be looked at. 

From 2015 to 2016 there was an increase of  $0.4 billion and from 2016 to 2017 the upswing 

was $0.7 billion, which led to the wholesale revenues increasing to $5.9 billion in 2017. These 

figures and many others are published yearly by RIAA (Recording Industry Association of 

America). Their members are major music labels and nearly 85% of all recorded music that 

has been produced and sold in America.  If you compare America’s large sales volume which 10

is $5.9 billion, with Switzerland’s small sales volume of $88.58 million, an enormous 

difference of $5.81 billion can be seen. To bring us closer to why this is so, the relationship 

between American population size and their music market will be examined in the next 

chapter. 

 RIAA. https://www.riaa.com (Accessed 23 Dec. 2018)10
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3.2.1.   The impact of America’s population size on its national music mar-

ket 

America’s population size in July 2018 was estimated at 329´256´465.  The difference 11

between the American and Swiss population size is an immense amount of 320´963´656.  

As a result, America has a much larger home country music market than Switzerland and is 

better capable of exporting their music products abroad.  Due to America’s big home country 12

music market, Americans listen predominantly songs, which were created and produced in 

their country because the national chart is less accessible to foreign singers. So it can be said 

that the Americans prefer listening to their own songs and thus they are less open to foreign 

music. Whereas the global trend is to listen to more foreign music than domestic music, 

America has been one of the countries not following this trend since 1960.   13

4. Record label 

The following section refers to Cary Shermann (Music On The Move, p. 3). 

Record labels are companies that license, publish and sell music in various formats (Mp3, 

CD, Itunes, etc.). They support artists and help them to become successful by investing a lot 

of money in their career and as a return receive 50 or more percent of the artist’s earnings. 

About $4.5 billion are invested yearly by the record labels all over the world to create 

successful artists.   14

 CIA. https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/us.html (Accessed 23 Dec. 11

2018)

 Verboord, Marc & Brandellero, Amanda: The Globalization of Popular Music, 1960-2010: A Multi12 -
level Analysis of Music Flows, January 2016, p. 6

 Verboord, Marc & Brandellero, Amanda: The Globalization of Popular Music, 1960-2010: A Multi13 -
level Analysis of Music Flows, January 2016, p. 17/18

 Music On The Move. https://medium.com/@RIAA/music-on-the-move-88db57569d8c (Accessed 14

23 Dec. 2018)
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To be supported by a record label, the artist has to sign a contract with the record label. 

Contracts are signed with artists in which labels see potential. This means that artists do not 

necessarily have to be famous in order to get a record deal. Though, there are some labels that 

mainly focus on well-known artists. These labels are called major labels and there are 

worldwide three of them: Universal Music Group, Sony Music and Warner Music Group. 

These three major record labels have a share of 70-80% of the global music market. The 

remaining percentage includes the independent labels , which often sign contracts with up-15

coming, new artists.  More about the differences between major labels and independent 16

labels follows in the chapter “Independent record labels versus major record labels“. 

4.1.   Different parties of a record label 

Record labels not only support artists by investing money in them, they also take care of the 

coordination, production, manufacturing, distribution, marketing and promotion of sound 

recordings and music videos. In a record label, there are different sub-areas and therefore 

various jobs that have to be done in order to establish the artist optimally in the music 

industry.  In the illustration on the next page, all the parties are mentioned that help reach the 17

targeted level of success the record labels and the artists want to achieve, are listed. 

 Definition: Record companies and music publishers that are not under the control of the big three 15

are generally considered to be independent (indie), even if they are large corporations with complex 
structures. Independent labels are often considered more artist-friendly. Though they may have less 
financial clout, indie labels typically offer larger artist royalty with 50% profit-share agreement, aka 
50-50 deal, not uncommon. 
Record label. Independent. Wikipedia. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Record_label (Accessed 23 
Dec. 2018)

 Vega Rodriguez, Cristina: Die aktuelle Schweizer Independent-Tonträgerindustrie und ihr förderpo16 -
litischer Kontext: Versuch einer ganzheitlichen Betrachtung. Zurich 17 May 2016, p. 55/56

 Record label. Wikipedia. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Record_label (Accessed 11 Nov. 2018)17
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Not all parties mentioned will be explained, but those that need to be understood in order to 

understand the continuation of this matriculation project.  

These parties are artist, composer, lyricist, music producer, publisher, manager, television and 

radio. The illustration should generally make clear that there are many people who are 

specialized in individual areas in order to make the artist as successful as possible. Depending 

on the size of the record label and the financial possibilities, the individual areas are covered 

with different numbers of employees. If the record label is very small, it can even happen that 

one person has to cover several areas. 

4.1.1.   Artist    

As already mentioned, this term is used for people, who have a career as singer or musician 

and as a consequence work in the music industry. An artist, who has a record deal, works in 

the creative process of writing a song, because there are other people in the record label who 

take care of the rest. These people are shown in the graphic above and furtherly explained in 

the next chapters.  

!14
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However, while writing a song an artist is supported by the lyricist and composer. Sometimes 

these people even write the whole song for an artist. This is often the case with music that 

appears in the charts and there are people who make a living from it. They specifically write a 

song for the image of a desired artist and preserve the illusion that the singer is the author of 

the song.  Two of the most successful songwriters, with more than thirty Top 10 hits since 18

2004, are called Dr. Luke and Max Martin and are known as hit makers.  

They wrote songs for Usher, Pitbull, Kesha, Britney Spears, Katy Perry and many more.  19

These artists like many others represent the song with their marketable looks and are getting 

admired by their fans. It is a bit ironic, because they have not written the song themselves and 

only pretend to do so. Of course there are also artists who write songs on their own and thus 

only collaborate with lyricists, composers or songwriters. Especially independent artists, who 

have no record deal and therefore no support from lyricists or others, usually write their songs 

themselves.  

To briefly sum up the role of an artist: It is someone who participates in the creative process 

and receives money through the record label and public funding in order to have a successful 

career. Besides that, a manager stands by the artist’s side during his career.  

4.1.2.   Manager 

A manager has to cover ceveral fields in order to support his artist in achieving his desired 

level of fame. Management services usually include negotiation contracts and fees, searching 

for bookings and events, finding suitable venues for performing, advising on career decisions 

like which record producer to choose, attending their artists’ performances and managing the 

artists’ social media platforms. In return for all his work, he earns a living by receiving an 

amount of the artist’s earnings which is mostly between 10 and 25 percent.   20

 Seabrook, John: The Song Machine. New York 2015, p. 818

 Seabrook, John: The Song Machine. New York 2015, p. 76, 81, 171, 232, 26919

 UK Music Industry Magazine. https://www.media-match.com/uk/music/jobtypes/artist-manager-20

jobs-402268.php (Accessed 25 Dec. 2018)
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4.1.3.   Music Producer 

The record label consults with the artist and his manager and chooses a suitable producer who 

offers his recording services and receives fees in return. His recording services include 

recording and producing a single or an album. A single describes one released song and an 

album a collection of songs. Now and then a music producers is involved in the creative 

process and thus supports the artist by improving his songs, lyrics or arrangements.  

The studio musician, who is connected to the music producer, is in attendance as the song is 

produced in the music studio. He is on the spot if any instruments need to be recorded for the 

completion of a song.    

4.1.4.   Publisher 

Usually the publisher works for a publishing company and is responsible for controlling the 

usages of artists’ compositions. For example, when a produced song is used for a television 

advertisement the publisher has to make sure that the lyricists, composers and artists receive 

their payment. In return, the publishing company owns the copyright of the song, which is 

determined in a publishing contract, and receives up to 50% from the income of the used 

song.   

  

4.1.5.   Television and radio 

Television and radio stations are essential distribution methods for an artist’s career. 

Especially the radio station is an influential method, as John Seabrook said: Big Radio is still 

the best way—some would argue, the only way—to create hits. If the song seems to be playing 

everywhere at the same time, all at once, so that Zapoleon’s Rule is fulfilled in a day or so, it 

is perceived to be a hit, and becomes one.   21

 Seabrook, John: The Song Machine. New York 2015, p.19321
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4.2.   Major record labels versus independent record labels 

Put simply, the music industry consists of two types of companies: Major record labels and 

independent record labels. Independent record labels, also called indie-labels, are companies 

with a much smaller number of employees than major record labels. They also have less 

financial opportunities which leads to lower investments in promoting their artists.  

Nevertheless, the indie-labels are known for being very artist-friendly and accepting artists 

with individual music styles. Whereas the major labels are mainstream oriented and produce 

songs for the width mass which makes them attractive to radio stations.   22

After all the major labels still have to make the radio station aware of their new songs by 

contacting them: To make that happen, a radio promotion team—either on staff at the label, 

or working for an independent promoter—needs to visit every PD in every important market 

in the country and make sure they know about that song, and follow up with steady stream of 

phone calls and e-mails. Only a major label has the resouces for that kind of campaign.   23

Additionally, major labels are superior in getting their artists’ records in stores: Distribution—

getting the records into stores—was the one aspect of the record business in which an 

independent label could not compete with the majors.    24

 Cristina Vega Rodriguez: Die aktuelle Schweizer Independent-Tonträgerindustrie und ihr förderpoli22 -
tischer Kontext: Versuch einer ganzheitlichen Betrachtung. 17 May 2016, p. 55-57

 Seabrook, John: The Song Machine. New York 2015, p.19323

 Seabrook, John: The Song Machine. New York 2015, p.6124
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4.3.   Target audience 

A further task of record labels is the determination of the largeness of a target audience. 

This is necessary because the bigger the targeted audience, the bigger the possible success.  

Of course, every artist and his record label hope to reach as many people as possible in order 

to receive a big amount of money. However, the pursuit of a large target audience requires 

financial possibilities that are oftentimes only available to the three major labels Universal 

Music Group, Sony Music and Warner Music Group or possibly to very successful indie-

labels.  

If a target audience is determined, by the artist and his record label, two important factors 

must be taken into account. These factors are: Population size and national language. 

4.3.1.   Target audience in connection with the national population size 

First of all, a distinction must be made. Either an artist wants to be successful nationally 

where the target audience is the national population size or he strives for international success 

where the target audience is transnational.  

As already mentioned in chapter “The impact of Switzerland’s population size on the music 

market“ foreign artists have less chances of getting into the national charts, when the country 

has a large population size.  In other words, the population size is significant to local artists 25

for gaining national success because it reveals information about how accessible the national 

charts are to them. So when for example a record label of a small country wants to promote a 

song on the national radio there is competition among foreign artists’ songs and local artists’ 

songs. Therefore, more financial resources of record labels are required to bring their artist 

into the national chart.  

 Verboord, Marc & Brandellero, Amanda: The Globalization of Popular Music, 1960-2010: A Multi25 -
level Analysis of Music Flows, January 2016, p. 19/20 
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On the other hand, when an artist strives for international success, he does not have to 

consider his own population size, because it has not got an impact on the artist’s chances of 

foreign success.  26

4.3.2.   Target audience in connection with an artist’s language choice 

The language in which music acts generally perform also explains differences in success. The 

larger the language, the higher one’s chances to attain considerable chart success: English 

provides the greatest advantage, followed by German/French/Italian and Spanish, and then 

the smaller languages (such as Dutch and Norwegian).   27

When an artist and his record label decide which audience is going to be targeted, the usage of 

the English language has immense advantages. More marketing support, media attention and 

bigger chances of foreign success are these advantages .  In addition, English is the global 28

language and therefore understood by a large part of the world’s population. This is another 

important factor because most people enjoy listening to music they can more or less 

understand. 

 Verboord, Marc & Brandellero, Amanda: The Globalization of Popular Music, 1960-2010: A Multi26 -
level Analysis of Music Flows, January 2016, p. 19

 Verboord, Marc & Brandellero, Amanda: The Globalization of Popular Music, 1960-2010: A Multi27 -
level Analysis of Music Flows, January 2016, p. 21

 Verboord, Marc & Brandellero, Amanda: The Globalization of Popular Music, 1960-2010: A Multi28 -
level Analysis of Music Flows, January 2016, p. 11
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5. The independent record label HitMill 

Founded in 1997, HitMill is nowadays the most successful music production company of 

Switzerland.  They are based in Zurich and their number of employees in 2013 was ten.   29 30

They represent themselves as followed:  

Together with artists like Bligg, Pegasus, Stress, Eliane, Baschi, Lovebugs, Anna 

Rossinelli and Adrian Stern we write, compose and produce hits for a big audience. 

With songs for tv campagnes of firms like Google, Swisscom or Ikea we could also 

celebrate some successes in the advertisement part. The compositions „Welcome 

Home“ for SBB, „Bio Bio“ and „Love“ by Lennon and Maisy for Coop Naturaplan 

so as „Slow Down Take It Easy“ for BFU have even made it into the top 10 of the 

Swiss charts.   31

Although HitMill is an indie-label, they tend to work in the mainstream business and are open 

to the fact that having success is very important to them and their artists.   32

    

5.1.   Bligg  

Marco Bliggensdorfer, known as Bligg, was born on September 30th in 1976.  

He is a Swiss singer and well known for his rap songs in Swiss-German. Especially the songs 

“Rosalie“  and “Musigg idä Schwiiz“ , which were released in 2008, were extremly 33 34

successful and he instantaneously gained fame.  

 HitMill. https://hitmill.ch (Accessed 11.Nov 2018)29

 HitMill. Wikipedia. https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hitmill (Accessed 11 Nov. 2018)30

 HitMill. https://hitmill.ch (Accessed 11 Nov. 2018)31

 Kuhn, Rainer: HitMill - Ein Einblick hinter die Kulissen der Schweizer Hitfabrik. Zürich 2017, p. 32

20

 Rosalie. https://hitparade.ch/song/Bligg/Rosalie-515997 (Accessed 27 Dec. 2018)33

 Musigg i dae Schwiiz. https://hitparade.ch/song/Bligg/Musigg-i-dae-Schwiiz-525667 (Accessed 27 34

Dec. 2018)
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Bligg has worked with many record labels but the most important one was HitMill. His 

biggest hit single „Rosalie“ was produced by them and he was supported by songwriter Fred 

Herrmann who is the musical director of HitMill. Also involved were Roman Camenzind, 

who is the owner of HitMill, and Walter Alder, who complained that Bligg’s song was similar 

to his and became a shareholder of the song “Rosalie“.   35

5.1.1.   Bligg’s target audience 

The following conclusions were approved by Phil Indlekofer, who worked for HitMill when 

Bligg recorded his hit single and got to know Bligg’s target audience by working with him.  

Bligg’s target audience is the Swiss-German speaking part of Switzerland, aimed at all age 

categories and includes both genders. So Bligg’s target audience is national and therefore the 

Swiss population size needs to be considered. 

First of all, Switzerland with its small populations size of 8´292´809 offers a relatively small 

audience compared to other countries.  Furthermore, Switzerland has four national 36

languages: French, Italian, Romansh and Swiss-German. This makes it impossible for local 

artists like Bligg, who mostly release songs in one of the mentioned languages, to be 

successful all over Switzerland. In case of Bligg, he decided to release songs in his mother 

tongue, which is Swiss German. Thus, he has designated around 70% of the population as 

target audience because this percentage speaks Swiss-German and therefore understand his 

lyrics. These 70% include 5´900´000 inhabitants of the total Swiss population.   37

 SRF. https://www.srf.ch/play/radio/regional-diagonal/audio/no-respect-rapper-bligg-klaut-hit-melo35 -
die-bei-volksmusiker?id=f77f14ca-5282-4860-936d-291dd27b3ee0&station=69e8ac16-4327-4af4-
b873-fd5cd6e895a7 (Accessed 27 Dec. 2018)

 CIA. https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/sz.html (Accessed 23 Dec. 36

2018)

 Deutschschweiz. Wikipedia. https://de.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deutschschweiz (Accessed 27 Dec. 37

2018)
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Bligg, who was very successful in his target audience of 5´900´000 people, can live well on 

his music and can count himself lucky. It is very difficult to work in the Swiss music industry 

and most people have two jobs because one is not enough to make a living from it.  

Fred Herrmann from HitMill said that when you never have commercial success in 

Switzerland, you will not be able to pay your bills (HitMill, p. 78).  

5.1.1.1.   Bligg’s target audience in connection with Switzerland’s populati-

on size   

Switzerland’s population size is of importance because Bligg’s national target audience is 

based on it. The total population size can only be determined as target audience when the 

country has a unified language.  

Since this is not the case in Switzerland, only a part of the total population size is defined as 

Bligg’s target audience. The following conclusion can be made: Population size is not equal to 

the target audience of Bligg. Hence, Swiss population size played a role at the beginning, 

because it represents the whole mass of which Bligg has chosen the Swiss-German part. 
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6. The major record label Universal Music Group 

Universal Music, founded in September 1934, is an American major record label and global 

music corporation, which has its main base in California. It is known as one of the “Big 

Three“ besides Sony Music and Warner Music Group. Their revenue amounted to $6.8 billion 

in 2017 and their number of employees was 6967 in 2010. As the most successful record label 

in the world, a lot of stars, such as Elton John, Sting, Adele, Taylor Swift, Lady Gaga and 

many more, have a contract with them. Because “Universal Music Group“ is divided into 

many different parts, a graphic is shown below to help understand the puzzling structure of 

the major label.  

6. Graphic: Phil Indlekofer 

Vivendi represents the largest French media company and has published this graphic.  38

Universal Music Group is supported by their own merchandising, publishing and recording 

company. “Merchandising Bravado“ is responsible for creating and delivering merchandise 

for Universal Music Group artists.  The “UMG Publishing“ is in charge of publishing the 39

 Vivendi. Wikipedia. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vivendi (Accessed 27 Dec. 2018)38

 Bravado. https://www.universalmusic.com/label/bravado/ (Accessed 27 Dec. 2018)39
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songs of Universal Music Group’s artists and represents one of the world’s largest music 

publishing companies with 47 offices in 45 countries.  Furthermore, “UMG Recorded 40

Music“ has the task to mark all their produced songs with the company’s name before 

releasing any songs. The following subdivisions in the graphic into Universal Music 

Enterprises, UMG International, Universal Music Group Distribution, Universal Music DVD/

Video and UMG label groups, shows five further different areas.  

„Universal Music Enterprises“ helps artists of Universal Music Group to gain as much 

popularity as possible by helping them improve their marketing stragedy.   41

„UMG International“ shows that Universal Music Group is not only represented in the 

United States but also in 39 other countries in which artists are also contracted who have the 

potential to become famous.  

“Universal Music Group Distribution“ is responsible for the sales and marketing 

department which plays a central role in spreading the artist’s name nationally or 

internationally.   42

“Universal Music DVD/Video“ is in charge of publishing music videos and releasing DVDs 

of their artists.   43

 Universal Music Publishing Group. https://www.universalmusic.com/label/universal-music-publis40 -
hing-group/ (Accessed 27 Dec. 2018)

 Universal Music Enterprises. https://www.universalmusic.com/label/universal-music-enterprises/ 41

(Accessed 27 Dec 2018)

 Universal Music Group Distribution. https://www.universalmusic.com/universal-music-group-dis42 -
tribution-umgd-expands-digital-services-with-ingrooves-strategic-alliance/ (Accessed 27 Dec. 2018) 

 Universal Music DVD/VIDEO. https://www.universalmusic.com/universal-music-group-releasing-43

dvd-audio-titles-beginning-september-2003/ (Accessed 27 Dec. 2018)
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So far the artists had nothing to do with the areas mentioned. However, they are integrated in 

the creative process that takes place in “UMG label groups“. These labels consist of 

purchased record labels like Polydor, Inerscope Geffen A&M, Eagle Rock Entertainment, 

Republic Records and counting, or their own record labels. One of their labels is called 

“Universal Music Nashville“. As can be seen, the name of the city “Nashville“ has been 

added which was mostly done with their 39 differently located labels. Sometimes they also 

put the specific music style at the end instead of the city name: Universal Music Classics 

Group.  

All the mentioned labels, whether they have Universal in the name or not, are sub-labels of 

this major label.  As now elucidated, this major label is professional and top organized in 44

every area. Whether it is promotion, distribution or marketing, they have got it all covered.  

They also represent themselves very professionally on their website and seem to be proud of 

their previous successes:  

We are the world’s leading music company. In everything we do, we are committed to 

artistry, innovation and entrepreneurship. We own and operate a broad array of 

businesses engaged in recorded music, music publishing, merchandising, and 

audiovisual content in more than 60 countries. We identify and develop recording 

artists and songwriters, and we produce, distribute and promote the most critically 

acclaimed and commercially successful music to delight and entertain fans around 

the world. Our vast catalog of recordings and songs stretches back over a century 

and comprises the largest, most diverse and culturally rich collection of music ever 

assembled. As digital technology refashions the world, our unmatched commitment to 

lead in developing new services, platforms and business models for the delivery of 

music and related content empowers innovators and allows new commercial and 

artistic opportunities to flourish. Knowing that music, a powerful force for good in 

the world, is unique in its ability to inspire people and bring them together, we work 

 List of Universal Music Group labels. Wikipedia. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Univer44 -
sal_Music_Group_labels (Accessed 27 Dec. 2018)
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with our artists and employees to serve our communities.We are the home for music’s 

greatest artists, innovators and entrepreneurs. Together, we are UMG, the Universal 

Music Group.  45

6.1.   Lady Gaga  

Stefani Joanne Angelina Germanotta was born on March 28 in 1986. She is a New York 

singer and internationally knows as Lady Gaga. In 2008, when Gaga’s first album was 

released, she gained international attention.  

Her record label “Interscope Records“ is a sub-label owned by Universal Music Group.  

After the release of Gaga’s album, she rapidly rose to fame and her songs went viral in a 

stunningly short period of time.  In the following years her career was booming because she 46

had numerous of hits.  Thanks to Universal Music’s global distribution network, Lady Gaga 47

was no longer an unknown artist of the United States.  48

6.1.1.   Lady Gaga’s target audience 

Lady Gaga’s target audience is transnational, aimed at the age categories from 15 to 30 and 

includes both genders.  Gaga’s target audience had an impact on the decision regarding the 49

American population size and the language choice.  

First, American population size does not need to be considered because the audience she 

targets is international. Unfortunately, it is difficult to get an approximate number of her target 

audience but what matters is that her target audience is way bigger than the one of Bligg. 

 Careers. https://www.universalmusic.com/careers/ (Accessed 27 Dec. 2018)45

 Carter, Megan E: A Study of Lady Gaga’s Brand, Branding Techniques, and Their Application to 46

Other Bands. https://scholarworks.gvsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1038&context=honorspro-
jects (Accessed 27 Dec. 2018)

 Billboard. https://www.billboard.com/articles/columns/chart-beat/6813645/lady-gaga-top-10-bill47 -
board-hits (Accessed 27 Dec. 2018)

 Lady Gaga. Wikipedia. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lady_Gaga (Accessed 15 Nov. 2018)48

 Target Audience. https://www.slideshare.net/mobile/Heather_23/target-audience-49

presentation-11538493 (Accessed 27 Dec. 2018)
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Secondly, Gaga’s choice of language is intuitive, as English is her mother tongue and provides 

the best requirements to gain fame in the international music market.  Due to the decision to 50

go for the international music market, Universal Music Group, which owns Interscope 

Records, has invested a lot of money in Gaga’s career. As already mentioned, often only 

major labels have the financial resources to establish an artist in the international music 

market. Fortunately, Gaga established herself in this market and had her international 

breakthrough in 2008/2009. 

6.1.1.1.   Lady Gaga’s target audience in connection with America’s popula-

tion size 

The American population size has not played a role in Gaga’s career because her goal was to 

achieve international success. Therefore, the consideration of America’s population size is not 

necessary. The only thing that can be said about large population size of America, which 

counts 329´256´465 inhabitants , is that it made it easier for her to be successful in the 51

national charts. This conclusion is based on the statement of Marc Verboord and Amanda 

Brandellero mentioned in chapter “The impact of Switzerland’s population size on the swiss 

music market“.  52

7. The impact of a population size on a singer’s success 

Population size influences Bligg's career more as his target audience is national, whereas 

Lady Gaga’s target audience is international. Accordingly, it can be said that population size 

influences a singer’s success more when he strives for national success.  

 Verboord, Marc & Brandellero, Amanda: The Globalization of Popular Music, 1960-2010: A Multi50 -
level Analysis of Music Flows, January 2016, p. 11

 CIA. https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/us.html (Accessed 23 Dec. 51

2018)

 Verboord, Marc & Brandellero, Amanda: The Globalization of Popular Music, 1960-2010: A Multi52 -
level Analysis of Music Flows, January 2016, p. 19
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8. My conclusion regarding how Swiss and American population 

size affects their music industries  

As can be seen in the graphic on page 28, population size automatically determines how 

big the home country music market is and thus shows how many people can be reached 

nationally by a local singer. Through analysing the Swiss and American music industries, it 

shows that the amount of local singers in the national charts is much lower in Switzerland 

than in America. This leads to the conclusion that the bigger the population size, the less 

accessible the national charts are to foreign singers.  

Furthermore, America’s big population size leads to more people working in their music 

industry. Consequently, it is possible having a major label with big covered sub-areas which 

results in having more released songs with higher quality than Switzerland. So, America has 

been in no great need of foreign music since 1960 because of its widely available high quality 

songs. Thus, other countries have a low share in America’s home country market. For this 

reason America receives a lot of money and therefore has the possibility to fund local singer’s 

career to a high extent. To conclude, the population size also influences the local singer’s 

and record label’s share at the home country music market and thus determines the size 

of the financial resources for investing in a local singer’s career in order to make him as 

successful as possible. It applies in the case of Switzerland and America: The bigger the 

financial resources, the bigger the singer’s success.  

Besides the population size and the home country music market, there is another factor which 

influences the size of the singer’s success: The singer’s national language.  

For example, Bligg’s choice to sing in Swiss-German largely influenced his target audience 

and diminished his overall success. Swiss-German is a language only spoken in Switzerland, 

which made the likelihood of international success impossible. Whereas Lady Gaga achieved 

international success which was strongly influenced by the fact that she chose the English 

language. Consequently, the language choice has an impact on whether the singer is 

nationally or internationally successful.  

!28



Since the Swiss singer Bligg did not achieve international success, this has not influenced the 

Swiss share of the global recorded music market but the share of his home country market.  

In contrast, Lady Gaga, with her international success, enlarged America’s share in the global 

recorded music market. Based on the Swiss share of 0.8%, of which Bligg has none, and the 

American share of 34.3%, it can be concluded that America has more internationally 

successful singers than Switzerland, which corresponds to reality.  

As a result, the amount of a country’s internationally successful singers leads to the size 

of the share in the global recorded music market and thus to the size of the music 

industry. In order to present this clearly, I have created the simplified graphic (7. Graphic: 

Conclusion) on the next page.  
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7.Graphic: Conclusion



As can be seen, the factor that separated the initial path into two is the difference between 

population size of America and Switzerland. This is the main factor that leads to the 

different sizes of their music industries. So regarding my analysis of these two country’s 

music industries, I can conclude that: The population size determines the size of the music 

industry.    

 

 

Now the question is whether the population size determines the size of every country’s 

music industry or not? To prove a point, Sweden’s music industry is going to be evaluated. 

8.1.   The small country Sweden with the big music industry 

Sweden’s population size in July 2018 was estimated at 10´040´995 inhabitants  and thus 53

represents a small country which is slightly bigger than Switzerland with its 8´292´809 

inhabitants. Sweden can therefore be compared with Switzerland, as they both have a similar 

small population size in relation to America. Accordingly to my result, Sweden must have a 

small music industry because of its small population size. Hence, there should be hardly 

any internationally successful Swedish singers since otherwise the share of the global 

recorded music market would be big and a large Swedish music industry would exist.  

 CIA. https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/sw.html (Accessed 28 Dec. 53

2018)
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In order to find that out, a closer look at their successful Swedish singers shows the size of 

their music industry. 

It is no secret that the Swedish band “ABBA“ was one of the most successful ones of all 

times.  With this success and many more Swedish artists and the music industry of Sweden 54

can adorn itself. To name just a few more internationally popular Swedish bands and singers: 

Ace of Base, Roxette, Agnetha Fältskog, Avicii, Zara Larsson and Loreen.  Also the early 55

mentioned hit maker, Max Martin, who is also Swedish, has been one of the most successful 

songwriters since the mid-1990s.  So despite the small population size and the small home 56

country market, Sweden is a musically successful country. This proves that the population 

size is not the primary factor and does not determine whether the music industry is big 

or small. However, there must be other factors, which lead to Sweden’s successful music 

industry. These can be found by analysing the population of Sweden, as will be seen next.   

8.1.1.   Culture 

Swedish culture attaches great importance to singing together during public holidays. In 

addition, many Swedes are in a choir.  No wonder has Sweden, proportional to their 57

inhabitants, the world’s highest density of choirs.     58

 BBC. www.bbc.com/culture/story/20140415-why-are-abba-so-popular (Accessed 28 Dec. 2018)54

 Liste schwedischer Musiker. Wikipedia. https://de.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liste_schwedischer_Musi55 -
ker (Accessed 28 Dec. 2018)

 Songhall. https://www.songhall.org/profile/max_martin (Accessed 28.Dec 2018)56

 Hodgson, Antony: Scandinavian music: Finland and Sweden. Rutherford 198457

 Vega Rodriguez, Cristina: Die aktuelle Schweizer Independent-Tonträgerindustrie und ihr förderpo58 -
litischer Kontext: Versuch einer ganzheitlichen Betrachtung. Zurich 17 May 2016, p. 47
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8.1.2.   State funding programmes and funds 

There are many funding programmes for young artists and large amounts of funds are 

distributed by the Swedish government. Furthermore, music workshops in schools are offered 

from an early age onwards in order to arouse the young children’s interest in music.   59

8.1.3.   Excellent English skills 

Since the Swedes have a very good English skills, their singers tend to release songs in 

English rather than in their mother tongue. This allows them to be part of the international 

market.      60

8.1.4.   Adaptability  

Sweden can adapt very quickly.  As the music selling digitalised, it was important to be able 61

to adapt rapidly to new technologies. This was proved by Sweden as they developed one of 

the most famous streaming apps “Spotify“ in 2008.   62

 Vega Rodriguez, Cristina: Die aktuelle Schweizer Independent-Tonträgerindustrie und ihr förderpo59 -
litischer Kontext: Versuch einer ganzheitlichen Betrachtung. Zurich 17 May 2016, p. 47

 Vega Rodriguez, Cristina: Die aktuelle Schweizer Independent-Tonträgerindustrie und ihr förderpo60 -
litischer Kontext: Versuch einer ganzheitlichen Betrachtung. Zurich 17 May 2016, p. 48

 Vega Rodriguez, Cristina: Die aktuelle Schweizer Independent-Tonträgerindustrie und ihr förderpo61 -
litischer Kontext: Versuch einer ganzheitlichen Betrachtung. Zurich 17 May 2016, p. 48

 Spotify. Wikipedia. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spotify (Accessed 28 Dec. 2018)62
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8.1.5.   Comparison of Sweden and Switzerland 
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The eighth illustration shows that Sweden and Switzerland have the same initial 

situation. They both have a small population size and a small home country market, which 

are rather bad assumptions to be internationally successful. Accordingly, Swiss and Swedish 

local singers have the same disadvantages: English not as a official language, small record 

labels and accessible national charts to foreign singers. Without further factors this leads to a 

national success and thus to a small music industry. This is the case in Switzerland, but not in 

Sweden. Furthermore, Sweden has the following advantages which lead to international 

success: generous state investments in local singers, excellent English skills, music as an 

important community factor and a quick adaptability.  

These factors do not exist in Switzerland to the same extent as in Sweden, which is the 

decisive difference that finally leads to Switzerland’s small music industry.  Finally it can be 63

said that in addition to the population size, many other factors influence the size of a music 

industry. As Ola Johannson, a Swedish music scientist, said: It’s the result of the fact that no 

other small country has the right combination of language skills, cultural values, tight-knit 

industry, and supportive public policy to transform itself into the music-exporting 

phenomenon that Sweden has become.  64

 Vega Rodriguez, Cristina: Die aktuelle Schweizer Independent-Tonträgerindustrie und ihr förderpo63 -
litischer Kontext: Versuch einer ganzheitlichen Betrachtung. Zurich 17 May 2016

 The Atlantic. https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2013/10/why-is-sweden-so-good-64

at-pop-music/280945/ (Accessed 29.12.2018)
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9. Summary  

The population size of America and Switzerland has affected their music industries by 

determining the size of their home country music market and influencing their national charts. 

This has an impact on how accessible these national charts are to foreign singers. 

Furthermore, the population size has an impact on the amount of people working in their 

music industry. So, America has more people working in the music industry and thus has 

cultivated leading and high powered record labels. These big record labels are called major 

labels and have the advantage of big financial resources, which bring about internationally 

successful singers like Lady Gaga. Besides that, the population size affects the target audience 

of a singer, since this is the amount of people that the singer is able to reach if he wants to be 

successful nationally. Having taken all these factors into account, the size of the population 

with its influences is responsible for the insignificant Swiss music industry and the vast 

American music industry.  

On the contrary, population size is not responsible for Sweden’s lively music industry. This 

proves that population size is not the only factor that determines whether a music industry is 

large or small. There are other factors, such as culture, language choice, state funding, 

granting funds, excellent English skills and adaptability, which also have a considerable 

impact. If these are pronounced and present in the right combination, as in Sweden, the 

population size of a country is just one more factor among others.  

Finally it can be said that population size does not neccessarily determine the size of a music 

industry, but is a factor that influences the people working in it, the record labels, the target 

audience of a local singer, the national music charts and the home country music market. 
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10. Closing words 

As I started my research, the effect of population size on the Swiss and American music 

industries seemed pretty simple to me: A small population size leads to a small music industry 

and vice versa. Though by analyzing these two industries, I realized that it is not that simple. 

Nevertheless, I was able to break down the effect of the population size into different sub-

areas, which are home country music market, national charts, target audience and the financial 

resources of a record label. As I found these sub-areas, I was really relieved since finding 

these numerous factors in a music industry was like looking for a needle in a haystack to me.  

However, what I was not expecting is that collecting the information was even harder. These 

precise factors had very little information available and were generally very hard to find in 

books or articles since they are very detailed. For example, there is no information available 

about Bligg's target audience and I had to define it myself.  

So I am very thankful that Phil Indlekofer supported me during my matriculation project, 

which has enormously simplified the getting of information. Phil Indlekofer has analysed the 

different music industries for many years and has given me lots of his graphics, which are not 

accessible on the internet. This assisted me in my understanding of the music industry so that 

I could explain it as simply as possible in my matriculation project. I truly hope that I have 

succeeded in explaining this complex industry since I have found it a challenging task to do, 

in addition to my choice to write this in English. I definitely do not regret having chosen this 

topic because it has taught me a great deal about how the music industry works. Especially 

because I’m a musician myself, it was very interesting seeing that a famous song has not only 

become popular, because of its catchy tune, but all the more, because of its good clever 

interplay of marketing, distribution and promotion. To be honest, I find this insight more 

disappointing than satisfying, even though I already knew that these factors play a role in how 

successful a song becomes and thus the singer. I certainly was not aware of how significant 

these factors are in determining a successful musical career. All my personal insights that I 

have had during this matriculation project were true eye-openers for me and I truly hope that I 
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have learned how to best act as a musician in this industry in order to achieve my goal, which 

is having fun by making music and reaching as many people as possible.  

To talk about the workflow, I have to say that I would proceed the exact same way again. 

First, I thoroughly read up on material and acquired a basic knowledge, which helped me 

enormously in the further work process. Next, I developed my own theories based on my 

knowledge and discussed them with Phil Indlekofer, with whom I had lively debates. Then I 

started writing and finally finished my matriculation project.  

The only thing I would ultimately do differently is to compare Switzerland with Sweden and 

not with America. Finding out precisely why Sweden has such a successful music industry 

would have been more relevant. Perhaps I could have worked out a successful model that 

could be used to help Switzerland finally keep up with the other countries in the global 

recorded music market. That would have definitely been a very interesting topic as well, but 

nervertheless I am happy that I have made it through with this matriculation project. 
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